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CONSIDERATIONS
‣ to put in practice newly acquired theoretical and technical skills

‣ e.g. sound theory from BAP100, music theory from BAP110,  
studio theory from BAP130, composition from BAP140, etc.,

‣ application of skills to a real world ‘grass roots’ type scenario

‣ tangible product, achieved within the small scope of this project
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I have two main considerations that I wanted to lock in from the get-go for this creative project. Firstly, I wanted to utilise 
as many of the new theoretical and technical audio skills that I’ve acquired so far here at SAE; and secondly, I wanted to 
apply these new found skills to a real world, ‘grass roots’ type scenario. 

The self-devise brief then came pretty easy, really - and to be honest is not so far-removed from something that I’ve 
wanted to do since pre-SAE. [X]



PRODUCT
‣ produce and record an EP of three original compositions

‣ use of TLA analogue console, Pro Tools 9 and Logic Pro 9

‣ presented as a short run CD press pack containing appropriate 
graphics and artwork that will unify the whole EP concept 

‣ a live website is also envisioned but will develop this at a later 
stage, possibly as a continuing concept onto Creative Project II
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Put simply, I am going to produce and record an EP of at least three original songs, using a combination of the TLA, Pro 
Tools 9 and Logic Pro 9. This will be packaged in a conceptually creative and intriguing way that is appropriate for a short 
run distribution, as well as design a live website to help generate interest for potential gigs or other recording 
opportunities. 

For the small scope of this first Creative Project however, I’m only proposing to output the recordings and the packaging 
and will develop the website at a later date, either in my own spare time or as a continuing concept for Creative Project II. 
[X]



INSPIRATIONS
‣ Radiohead’s 2007 album, In Rainbows

‣ Gotye’s 2006 album, Like Drawing Blood

‣ Bon Iver’s 2009 EP, Blood Bank
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To keep this project focused I’ve decided to lyrically, stylistically and sonically reference - but not necessarily emulate, 
three records that I find inspirational -  

Radiohead’s 2007 album In Rainbows, [Press X] 

Gotye’s album in 2006 Like Drawing Blood [Press X] and  

Bon Iver’s 2009 EP Blood Bank. [Press X]



CHARACTERISTICS
‣ rock elements with synthetic tones and sampled sounds 

‣ often treated with heavy processing resulting in a distinct style

‣ experimental with lyrics, melody, composition and arrangement
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They all share this progressive sonic quality where rock sensibilities meet with synthetic tones and sample based sounds 
and at often times would be deliberately and be heavy-handedly treated with glaringly obvious digital processes which 
result in this completely distinct identifiable sound for the band. 

They also experiment and manipulate with lyrical content, composition and arrangement and have successfully executed 
a variety of alternatives for the verse, chorus, verse, bridge, chorus, chorus formula that dominate popular music of today.
 [X]



15 Step - RADIOHEAD
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Radiohead’s In Rainbows opening track titled 15 Steps, opens with this in-your-face sample based drumbeats which to be 
honest we’ve really come to expect, especially with Thom Yorke’s natural disposition for heavily layered and complex 
beats 
(which actually dominates his solo record The Eraser, in my opinion), 
and so it doesn’t really lend itself to something that’s immediately unique within the context of the band…Firstly, I’ll get 
you to watch a video clip of this track… [X]



‣ interesting use of layered and complex sample based beats

‣ 5/4 time signature for the entire song

‣ not very many mainstream popular music in quintuple meter

‣ e.g. 5/4 by Gorillaz

‣ Take Five by Desmond and Brubeck

‣Mission Impossible Theme

15 Step - RADIOHEAD
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So it’s not the big and punchy beats that intrigue me per-se, although I do find it aesthetically pleasing - but rather it’s the 
5/4 time signature. There are only a handful of mainstream popular songs I know in quintuple meter and Radiohead have 
somehow managed to arrange a very melodic and beautifully fluid track that doesn’t sound choppy or overtly syncopated. 
[X]



‣ second track off his 2006 album Like Drawing Blood

‣ fusion of Middle Eastern and South Asian scale modes with 
Caribbean syncopated rhythms

‣mix of sample-based beats with live percussion & drums

‣ creates a ‘world music’ type feel for his melody and groove

The Only Way - GOTYE
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The Only Way, the second track off Gotye’s Like Drawing Blood album, fuses Middle Eastern and South Asian scale modes 
with Caribbean syncopated rhythms and somehow manages to create this natural sounding groove that doesn’t alienate 
the listener. He is also one to use sampled ambient percussions which not only lend support to the rhythm section [X] 



The Only Way - GOTYE
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but also enhances the worldly impressionistic backdrop for his dramatic vocals.[X]



‣ fourth track off his 2009 EP Blood Bank

‣ blatant use of Antares Auto Tune on vocals

‣ use of effect as a textural conceptual effect as oppose to the 
usual spit-shine-and-polish application on pop tunes

‣ fusion of a beautiful and delicate vocal composition with one of  
the more despised software processor in the audio world

Woods - BON IVER
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Woods, the title of the fourth track in Bon Ivers EP Blood Bank, has somehow managed to achieve something that I have 
never heard of before - EVER. It has somehow made use of Auto-Tune as a beautiful textural effect for one of the more 
delicate tracks I’ve heard to date.[X]



Woods - BON IVER
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Woods, the title of the fourth track in Bon Ivers EP Blood Bank, has somehow managed to achieve something that I have 
never heard of before - EVER. It has somehow made use of Auto-Tune as a beautiful textural effect for one of the more 
delicate tracks I’ve heard to date.[X]



‣ Kanye West samples this song on his latest record My Beautiful 
Dark Twisted Fantasy

‣ a mashing of genres and effects - indie folk, hip-hop and that 
controversial Auto-Tune plug-in

‣ track twelve and is titled Lost in the World on West’s album

Woods - BON IVER
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In fact, Kanye West also found this song remarkable enough to feature on a track on his latest record My Beautiful Dark 
Twisted Fantasy. Soooo…for those of you who haven’t heard this colab, I just wanna play you a little bit just because I think 
it’s ‘very nice’…this is what you get when you cross-breed indie folk, hip-hop and Auto-Tune. This track is titled Lost in the 
World and is track twelve on West’s album.[X]



Woods - BON IVER
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TOOLS
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As mentioned earlier, I’ll be using the TLA console as well as both Pro Tools and Logic at various stages of this production. I 
have only recently began using Logic and find that it is much more immediate in generating inspiration for composition 
and arrangement and will therefore utilise it during the earlier stages of songwriting.  [X]



TOOLS
‣ composition and arrangement - Logic Pro

‣ recording - TLA and Pro Tools

‣ editing and treatment - Logic Pro 

‣midi application - Logic Pro 

‣ saturation and outboard processing - TLA

‣ final mix-down - TLA and Pro Tools
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Pro Tools will be used in conjunction with the TLA during the recording phase and will again switch over to Logic for 
editing and treatment of the individual acoustic elements as well as crafting the midi based sounds for each track. I then 
plan to return to Pro Tools and the TLA for the final mix-down, utilising the tube saturation of the console where needed, 
as well as using any appropriate outboard gear available. [X]



OBJECTIVES
‣ gain a hands-on insight into the processes of a small 

independent music production venture

‣ gain further experience with working with analogue consoles 
and Digital Audio Workstations

‣ exploring the different stages of production from 
conceptualisation right through to the final product  
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I guess my main objectives for this project is to gain more of a hands-on insight, into the inner-workings and processes of 
an independent music production venture in today’s technological and digital landscape . From the nascent stages of 
songwriting and arrangement, to mixing a dynamic and interesting record, right through to design considerations for 
suitable typography, photography and graphics for the end product that will carry well into the marketing and circulation 
phase . [X]



THE DIFFERENT HATS
‣ composer

‣ arranger

‣ artist/performer

‣ producer

‣ recording engineer

‣mixing engineer

‣ editor

‣ graphic designer

‣web designer

‣marketing guru
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A personalised and thorough involvement in all stages will mean that several roles will be be adopted and performed, 
some of which identifiably, are not mutually exclusive of each other. These are - songwriter, composer, artist, musician, 
producer, recording engineer, mixing engineer, editor, graphic and web designer.[X]



TIMELINE SCHEDULE

Week  0

Week  2

Week  3

Week  5

Week  6

Week  8

Week  9

Week  11

Week  12

Week  14

Week  15

4Weeks

2Weeks

3Weeks

3Weeks

2Weeks

Songwriting/Composition
Workshop/Arrangement
Recording/Production
Mixing/PostProduction
Packaging/Submission
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My pre-production stage included Week 3 and 4 writing and developing the melodic and lyrical content of the songs. Week 
5 and 6 was focused on workshopping the song sketches into a live acoustic arrangement - as it is important for me that 
these tracks translate well into a live performance as well as on a mix. 

My production schedule will have Week 7, 8 and 9 recording the necessary elements for each song and Week 10, 11 and 12 
allocated for Post Production, editing, mixing and arranging for the final EP. And finally, the last two weeks of Week 13 and 
14 will be spent on the design production and construction of the final packaging all polished and ready to be handed in. 
[X]



THANK YOU. 
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